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TEMPLE BETH ABRAHAM
SPRING/PASSOVER NEWSLETTER

From Rabbi Holtz' Study
Dear Friends,

I had written for this space what I thought was an interesting piece
about matzah. But, just like matzah itself, which has a shelf-life of
forever, the article will keep until next year.

Passover is the most celebrated of all the Jewish holidays.
explanations for this, many having to do with food.

Folks offer different

Purim has hamataschen, Chanukah

has latkes, but Pesach has an entire meal, with a panoply of family recipes, each brought
out only at this one time of the year. That might be enough of a reason by itself.
I think though that, more than anything else, it’s our coming together around the table
itself, sitting with family we see all the time and with some that we see only once a year
that makes this holiday so special.
gathering of the year.

For many, Passover is far and away the largest family

And if it’s not your own family, you are likely to be included in a

Seder held by friends, or by neighbors, or by someone you’ve been paired with by the
congregation who quickly become your extended family.
This year, of course, things are different.

We are largely keeping to our own homes,

physically distancing even as we work harder than ever to stay in touch. Passover Seders
will either be intimate affairs celebrated around a smaller table, or they will be virtual
events, held via the miracle of technology. We may discover some wonderful new things
doing our Seders on Zoom.

If we like, our virtual table can be much bigger than our

physical one, and suddenly, those relatives who could never make the trip are now able
to join the family celebration.

And this year, if you are tired of hearing that same family

story for the umpteenth time, you have a mute button at your disposal!
There is also something else that makes this year’s Passover observance so different
than others in our lifetimes.

There has been much written about the current pandemic

being a plague. We Jews of course know from plagues; they are a focal point of the
Seder.

For most of us this will be the first (and we pray the only) true plague we have

lived through, and the hardships we are experiencing may give us a better sense of the
impact a plague can have on a society, and thus of the fear that both the Egyptians and
the Israelites felt in its presence. But I think there is a more specific connection between
our modern plague and those of Passover; specifically with the tenth plague, the
death of the firstborn.
The first plagues were basically just warnings – bloody water, an infestation of frogs.
Then they started to have physical impacts, more or less growing in severity – lice, beasts,
pestilence, boils, fiery hail, locusts, and darkness.

None of them had the impact that the

Israelites hoped for; they were still slaves.
Now think about the tenth plague.

The first thing we are told is that God would pass

through the land that night, and that every Israelite must stay inside their homes with
their own families or they would die.
very moment in time.
potentially risk death.
free!

This is eerily similar to our own experience at this

We are told that we are safest at home, and that to go out is to
But we are also told that after that terrible night we would be

Not just free from the fear of the plague, but literally free – slaves no more.

After

the plague comes a profound change in our lives, and actually in all of Egyptian society
as well.

Continued on page 5
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Notes of
Cantor Margot E.B. Goldberg
Shalom and Chag Samaeach!
As you can imagine I have been reading a lot about how to connect this Passover.
Different from my typical preparations, the question is how to help my family, and yours, prepare and
connect while physically distancing. I love the distinction between physically and socially distancing
because we have proven that physical distancing is very different than social distancing. Although we
may be physically apart this Passover season there is NO reason to be socially apart. I have prepared a
little check list as you plan for your Seder:
1) What are your Seder plans?

a. If you are typically the host, I would like to suggest signing up for a Zoom account.

It is free

and you can gather with up to 100 “people.” A hundred is too many! It seems that on an iPhone
you can only see 4 of the participants on Zoom at once, so I would suggest that everyone connect
with a computer or tablet. On my laptop, I am able to see a maximum of 25 screens at once,
including myself. You might want to suggest that each family you invite gather round one laptop.
Then you can see multiple people but keep the number of screens to a minimum to better see
each other. Remember you may not be able to do the whole Seder. The free Zoom session
typically lasts for 40 minutes, so plan your Seder to be about 30 minutes tops, break for dinner
and then ask everyone to join in again to finish up, chat, and spend time together.

b. If you are typically a Seder guest, and you haven’t yet planned to join someone’s virtual Seder,
you can email the Rabbi at rabbi@tba-ny.org to ask to join in with another congregant’s virtual
Seder.
Continued on page 4

Torah Readings

April Torah Readings
April 3-4

Tzav: Leviticus 6:1-8:36
Shabbat HaGadol

April 9

First Day of Pssover: Exodus 12:21-51
Numbers 28:16-25

April 10-11

Chol HaMoeid Pesach: Exodus 33:12-34:26
Numbers 28:19-25

April 16

Eighth Day of Passover: Deuteronomy 15:19-16:17
Numbers 28:19-25

CANDLE LIGHTING
APRIL, 2020
Friday, April 3

7:05pm

Wednesday, April 8

7:10pm

Thursday, April 9

8:11pm

Friday, April 10

7:12pm

Tuesday, April 14

7:16pm
8:17pm

April 17-18

Sh’mini: Leviticus 9:1-11:47

Wednesday, April 15

April 24-25

Tazria/M’tzora: Leviticus 12:1-15:33

Friday, April 17

7:19pm

Friday, April 24

7:27pm

Rosh Chodesh

May Torah Readings
May 1-2

Acharei Mot/K’doshim: Leviticus 16:1-20:27

MAY, 2020

May 8-9

Emor: Leviticus 21:1-24:33

Friday, May 1

7:34pm

May 5-16

B’har/B’chukotai: Leviticus 25:1-27:34

Friday, May 8

7:42pm

Friday, May 15

7:49pm

May 22-23
May 29

B’midbar: Numbers :1−4:20
Shavuot: Exodus 19:1-20:22
Numbers 28:26-31

May 30

Shavuot: Deuteromony 14:22-16:17
Numbers 28:26-31

Friday, May 22

7:55pm

Thursday, May 28

8:00pm

Friday, May 29

8:01pm
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From Yanira Quinones,
Director of Education
Each year at our Seder, my mother-in-law recites the “Ritual of Remembrance,” recalling that the Jews of Bergen–Belsen
had no matzah for Pesach 1944.

It was decided that it was permissible to eat chametz, and that the following prayer

should be recited before eating: "Our Father in Heaven, behold, it is evident and known to You that it is our desire to do
Your will and to celebrate the festival of Pesach by eating matzah and by observing the prohibition against chametz.

But

our hearts are pained that the enslavement prevents us from doing so, and our lives are in danger. Behold, we are ready
to fulfill Your commandment, 'And you shall live by them and not die by them.'

Therefore, our prayer to You is that You

may keep us alive and save us and rescue us speedily so that we may observe Your commandments and do Your will and
serve You with a perfect heart. Amen."
This year we are facing our own unique and different Passover. This year is not the first time we as Jews have faced
challenges during this time of year. I am sure that the Jews during the Spanish Influenza Pandemic faced their own
challenges. The Jews of Bergen-Belsen most certainly faced challenges. However, through all of these challenges we still
perform the mitzvot of Passover: we retell the story of our freedom, we recline, we eat matzah, and we are to do this with
joy.
We can all learn lessons from the voices of our past to improve our lives today. The voices of Bergen-Belsen tell us that all
they wanted to do was to celebrate Pesach. They had to overcome many adversities, not the least of which was not
having matzah on Pesach. They did so, with affliction in their hearts, and a prayer from their lips that God would grant
them mercy and understanding.

Continued on page 5

From Stessa Peers
Director of Youth Engagement

Youth Engagement has moved online!
While we are still getting into the swing of things and adjusting to meeting online, each Youth Group has already
met! It was incredible seeing your children and teens interact with each other and find comfort in Temple Beth
Abraham’s Youth Groups. So far, we have held multiple one-on-one and group Youth Yroup calls and meetings,
and we are getting ready for our first online movie events!
Please fill out this form to let us know you what you are looking for in terms of youth engagement.
bit.ly/YouthEngagementForm
For more information about Youth Engagement in a digital age and all the events and ways to be involved, email
Stessa at youthdirector@tba-ny.org

Follow us on Social Media!
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/TBA.Tarrytown
Instagram: @tbazeety @tbatarrytown @templebethabrahamny
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2) What Haggadah are you using this year? You'll find some suggestions below:
a. Seder means order and there are 15 parts to the Seder.
more creative this year.

The Haggadah lays it all out, but you may decide to be

Check out the link for How to Make Your Virtual Seder Lively, Engaging, and Meaningful at:

bit.ly/LivelyVirtualSeder and The Wandering Is Over Haggadah - A Seder For Everyone at: bit.ly/Seder4Everyone

b. Create your own haggadah or use one that has already been created at: bit.ly/MakeHaggadah
c. Haggadah for 2-3 year olds can be found at: bit.ly/Seder4YoungChildren
d. Haggadah for 4-5 year olds at: bit.ly/SederChildren4_5
e. 5 Legged Haggadah at: bit.ly/5LegSeder
3)

What to do about Seder music?

a. Listen to the 4 questions at: bit.ly/The4questions
b. Song playlists for your Passover Seder at: bit.ly/PassoverSong
c. Learn a new song and Passover story videos with BimBamat at: bit.ly/PassoverBimbam
d. There are song sheets I typically give to the kids in music class. Click here to access those.
e. Here is the link to a comprehensive song book of Passover parodies at: bit.ly/PassoverParodies
4)

There are many creative things that you can add to your seder as well including A Social Justice Reading on the

Four Cups Four Cups of Wine (OK maybe 5) https://rac.org/four-cups-wine

5)

The word Haggadah is familiar to many.

Haggadah is the text recited at the Seder on the first two nights,

including a narrative of the Exodus but it also means a legend, parable, or anecdote used to illustrate a point of the
Law in the Talmud. Passover is about telling our story of freedom. Maybe this year you and your family can tell your
family’s story. Here is an idea from Moving Traditions at: bit.ly/PassoverFamilyStory

Whatever your Passover is like this year, it will be different than it has ever been.
change things up a bit.

Think of this as an opportunity to

Try a new recipe, a new Haggadah, a new way of connecting.

Barry, Tamir and I wish you a zissen Pesach, a sweet Passover.

L’shalom,
Cantor Margot E. B. Goldberg

Whatever happens know that
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From Rabbi Holtz's Study Con't.
The question for us this year is not, “how will we get through this?”

We will certainly get through it.

awful as it, this pandemic is not unprecedented; it is just unknown in most of our own lifetimes.
get through it.

The question we need to ask ourselves is, “how will we be changed?”

we will take into our lives as we emerge from our homes?

We will

Are there lessons

Will our personal behavior be any different?

Will our society have learned something from this experience?
might add to the Four Questions at your Seder this year.

As

These re some of the questions you

And I am truly looking forward to discussing

them with you, in person, in the very near future!

May we all have a sweet, healthy and meaningful Passover!

Peace and blessings,
Rabbi David Holtz

P.S. – Be sure to look elsewhere in the bulletin for information on

Every1Counts, our innovative program

for counting the days between Passover and Shavuot. This year’s version is going to be spectacular!

From the
Director of Education con't.
Yes, our Seders will be different - we will not have 10 or
15 or 20 or more guests. But that does not mean we
cannot find joy in our celebration of Pesach. We can push
ourselves to find new creative ways to connect with one
another. Maybe we can add an element into our own
Seder of someone else's Seder we usually attend but
cannot this year; maybe we can be on the phone, or on
Facetime during the Seder with our friends, families, and
loved ones. We can have a virtual Seder, something that
many of us could never think possible just a short time
ago.
Think about having the freedom to do all of that! Yes, we
chose not to leave our homes for fear of getting sick, but
think about the freedom we have to make that choice to decide we will not put others in harm’s way. This is
actually a very Jewish concept - to put the preservation
of life above all else.
Passover

is

not

cancelled.

We

can

have

a

seder

-

Dayenu. We can reach out and touch someone. Dayenu!
We can eat matzah and maror - Dayenu. We can eat
charoset - Dayenu.

We

healthy

observe

enough

to

can

find

joy

should

and

do

so

those
with

of
joy

us
-

Dayenu! Judaism gives us a second chance to celebrate
Pesach with Peasch Sheni (2nd Passover, celebrated on
14 Iyar.) Dayenu! What is your Dayenu?
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Passover Pages
Ways of bring joy to your Pesach table
1) Create family blessings in a Blessing Jar.
Each day you add something that you are grateful for in your life.
Small or big!
2) Have your child create a centerpiece that depicts the Israelites’ story of
their journey to freedom (e.g. the parting of the Red Sea, Moses being
rescued from the Nile, Miriam's Freedom song).
3) Scavenger hunt to find the Afikoman:
https://www.thespruce.com/indoor-treasure-hunt-for-children-1695332
4) Create a joyful environment by adding humor:
http://www.behrmanhouse.com/pdfs/simplyseder/SederTime.pdf

Passover Service Schedule
Passover begins with the first Seder on Wednesday, April 8,
and continues through Wednesday, April 15, in the Reform tradition or
Thursday, April 16, in the Conservative tradition.
1st Seder is Wednesday, April 8
Join us for a VIRTUAL Passover services on:
Thursday, April 16 at 9:00am in the Conservative tradition with Yizkor

Helpful Information for

The Holiday with Four Names
Chag ha-Matzot

a Joyous Passover

On the eve of the fourteenth of Nissan, the first Seder night, Jews

The Festival of Unleavened Bread

Chag ha-Pesach
The Festival of the Paschal
Offering

Chag ha-Aviv
The Festival of Spring

Z’man Cherutenu
The Season of our Liberation

all over the world assemble with family members and friends in
homes

or

public

places

to

commemorate

the

deliverance

of

the

Israelites from Egyptian bondage over thirty-two hundred years ago.
The

Seder

ceremony

is

comprised

of

many

elements

narration and ritual, special foods and hymns.

of

historical

They follow one

another in a certain order - in fact, the word Seder means order just as they have for hundreds of years.

’

It s easy for one or more

members of the household to conduct the Seder, and for everyone at
the table to participate, because everything to be done and to be said
is compiled in one book, the Haggadah.
anyone can lead a Seder!

With a little preparation,
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The Seder Plate and Table both traditional and new
Our seder plates traditionally have 5-6 compartments. In those 5-6 compartments you will find: There are at
least five foods that go on the seder plate: shank bone (zeroa), egg (beitzah), bitter herbs (maror), vegetable
(karpas) and a sweet paste called haroset. Many Seder plates also have room for a sixth, hazeret (another form
of the bitter herbs). All of them are meant to remind us of the primary theme of Passover: the Jewish people’s
transition from slavery to freedom. There is generally only a small, symbolic amount of food on the Seder plate,
with additional dishes of karpas, maror and haroset set out for people to eat from during the Seder.
Today on our Seder plates and tables you might find modern symbols
that speak to freedom from modern slaveries. Here is a list of modern
additions to the Seder plate:
Orange: Many families and congregations have begun adding an orange to the Seder plate as a way
of acknowledging the role of people who feel marginalized within the Jewish community. Professor
Susannah Heschel explains that in the 1980’s, feminists at Oberlin College placed a crust of bread on
the Seder plate, saying, “There's as much room for a lesbian in Judaism as there is for a crust of
bread on the Seder plate.” Heschel adapted this practice, placing an orange on her family's Seder
plate and asking each attendee to take a segment of the orange, make the blessing over fruit, and eat
it as a gesture of solidarity with LGBTQ Jews and others who are marginalized within the Jewish
community. They spit out the orange seeds, which were said to represent homophobia.
Potato: In 1991, Israel launched Operation Solomon, a covert plan to bring Ethiopian Jews to the
Holy Land. When these famished, downtrodden Jews arrived in Israel, many were so hungry and
ill that they were unable to digest substantial food. Israeli doctors fed these new immigrants
simple boiled potatoes and rice until their systems could take more food. To commemorate this
at your Seder, eat small red potatoes alongside the karpas (green spring vegetable). Announce to
those present that this addition honors a wondrous exodus in our own time, from Ethiopia to
Israel.
Fair Trade Chocolate or Cocoa Beans: The Fair Trade movement promotes economic partnerships based on
equality, justice and sustainable environmental practices. We have a role in the process by making consumer
choices that promote economic fairness for those who produce our products around the globe. Fair Trade certified
chocolate and cocoa beans are grown under standards that prohibit the use of forced labor. They can be included
on the seder plate to remind us that although we escaped from slavery in Egypt, forced labor is still very much an
issue today.

Banana: During the summer of 2015, the world was awakened and
shattered by the images of a little boy whose body lay lifeless amidst the
gentle surf of a Turkish beach - another nameless victim amongst
thousands in the Syrian refugee crisis, the greatest refugee crisis
since WWII. His name was Aylan Kurdi, 3, and he drowned with his
brother, Galip, 5, and their mother, Rihan, on their exodus to freedom’s
distant shore. Aylan and Galip’s father, Abdullah, survived the harrowing
journey, and in teaching the world about his sons, he shared that they
loved bananas, a luxury in their native, war-torn Syria. Every day after work, Abdullah brought home a banana for his sons
to share, a sweet sign of his enduring love for them. Writes Rabbi Dan Moskovitz of Temple Sholom in Vancouver, British
Columbia, "We place a banana on our seder table and tell this story to remind us of Aylan, Galip and children everywhere
who are caught up in this modern day exodus. May they be guarded and protected along their journey to safety, shielded by
the love of their parents, watched over by God full of mercy and compassion."
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The Seder Plate and Table both traditional and new
Pinecone: A congregational Passover insert explains why Temple Israel in Boston, MA, adds a pinecone to
their seder plate: "We 'pass over' pinecones every day. Inside each of these pinecones is among the most
precious of all nuts - the pine nut. Most of us pass more pine nuts in a single day than one could count in a
year. Yet they remain hidden, unseen. Moreover, they’re nearly impossible to extract with our own hands.
The pinecone 'imprisons' its seeds, and only hard work on the part of nature compels it to open up." They
add a pinecone to the seder plate as a reminder of mass incarceration and the work it will take to repair
this injustice, writing, "This Passover, we refuse to pass over our prisons because we know that inside is
God’s most precious fruit of all: the human soul."

Cashews: Rabbi Wesley Gardenswartz of Temple Emanuel in Newton, MA, started the
tradition of adding cashews to the seder plate to honor our troops. The idea came from
a sign at a drug store that asked customers to consider buying bags of cashews to send
to troops stationed in Iraq; an employee whose son was serving abroad explained that
the salted cashews provided sustenance and hydration in Iraq's desert climate,
compelling the rabbi to make the addition to his congregation's Seder plate.
Tomato: Why is there a tomato on the Seder plate? This tomato brings
our attention to the oppression and liberation of farmworkers who
harvest fruits and vegetables here in the United States. And it reminds of
us of our power to help create justice. A tomato purchased in the United
States between November and May was most likely picked by a worker in
Florida. On this night when we remember the Jewish journey from slavery
to freedom, we remember numerous cases of modern slavery that have
been found in the Florida tomato industry. The tomato on our Seder plate
might have been picked by someone who has been enslaved.

On the Seder table we have the cup for Elijah the Prophet. Elijah's cup, in
Judaism, the fifth ceremonial cup of wine poured during the family Seder dinner
on Passover (Pesacḥ). It is left untouched in honor of Elijah, who, according to
tradition, will arrive one day as an unknown guest to herald the advent of the
Messiah.

Some people have added Miriam's Cup to their tables. This custom celebrates
Miriam’s role in the deliverance from slavery and her help throughout the
wandering in the wilderness. Place an empty cup alongside Elijah's cup and ask each
attendee at the Seder to pour a bit of water into the cup. With this new custom, we
recognize that women have always been – and continue to be – integral to the
continued survival of the Jewish community. We see the pouring of each person's
water as a symbol of everyone's individual responsibility to respond to issues of
social injustice. Learn more about Miriam’s Cup, and use the Religious Action Center
of Reform Judaism’s Miriam's Cup reading insert in your Seder to honor the women
in your life and remember Miriam's contributions to the Exodus.
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Passover Vocabulary
Hametz - is dough that has not been prepared according to the rules of Passover, or any
food that has come in contact with Hametz. Dishes and utensils that have touched Hametz become
hanetzdik and should not be used during Passover. Hametz is also known as “Leavened bread.”
Bedikat Hametz (Removal of Leaven) - On the night before Passover, the family does a “formal
search” to find any stray crumbs hidden in corners or cabinets, some of which will be deposited
deliberately so that they may be found. Kids love this! Traditionally, we use a candle for light, but you might substitute a
flashlight. The crumbs are swept with a feather into a little bundle, and on the next morning all is burnt. The short prayers,
which are to be recited as part of these rituals, may be found at the beginning of any Haggadah.
Mechirat Hametz (Selling One’s Hametz) – Observance of Passover is more than avoiding the eating of bread. Full
observance also includes, the removal from our homes of all leavened food (hametz) as well as all dishes and utensils that
have been ‘connected’ with Hametz during the rest of the year. That’s a big job! In order to lessen the hardship, the Rabbis
decreed that all non-Passover items may remain in one isolated spot in your home (e.g. a closet, the basement), as long as it
passes out of your ownership. From this arises the custom of “selling hametz.”
To avoid having hametz in your possession during Passover, please fill out the “Sale of Hametz” form below and return it to
the office so that Rabbi Holtz can arrange this for you.

Mechirat Hametz (Selling One’s Hametz)
I ___________________________________________hereby authorize Rabbi David Holtz to dispose of all
hametz that may be in my possession wherever it may be – at home, place of business, or
elsewhere – in accordance with the requirements of Jewish Law as incorporated in this special
contract for the “Sale of Hametz”.
Home Address________________________________________________________________________________
City__________________________________________ State_____________________ Zip__________________
Business Address______________________________________________________________________________
City__________________________________________ State_____________________ Zip__________________
Signature___________________________________________ Date_____________________________________

Virtual Seder Resource Page
Click here for all the info you
need to do it yourself.
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Passover Recipes
Matzo Toffee - Martha Stewart Living
This crunchy-sweet treat is perfect for Passover
and so good, you'll crave it all year!
Ingredients:
2 cup(s) coarsely crumbled matzos
1-1/2cup(s) sliced almonds
1/2 cup(s) (1 stick) unsalted butter
1/2 cup(s) packed light-brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon(s) salt
cup(s) semisweet chocolate chips
Directions
1. Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Line a large rimmed baking sheet with parchment. In a bowl, toss matzo pieces with
almonds.
2. In a saucepan, bring butter, sugar, salt, and 2 tablespoons water to a boil over medium, stirring constantly. Working
quickly, drizzle matzo mixture with syrup, and toss.
3. Using a heatproof spatula, spread mixture onto prepared sheet. Bake until golden, about 30 minutes. Remove from oven;
sprinkle with chocolate chips. Let chocolate melt 5 minutes; spread chocolate over matzo toffee. Refrigerate until
chocolate has set. Break into pieces, and serve. (To store, refrigerate in an airtight container, up to 5 days.)
Yemenite Charoset

Charoset Recipes
What’s more, according to the Talmud each ingredient

Ingredients:

has its own significance: apples to honor the women who gave birth among the apple trees to hide their

30 dates

Charoset is part of the symbolism of Passover.

infants from the Egyptians; nuts and fruits to create a mortar-like consistency; and wine, thicker than
water, to hold it all together (the Talmud adds that the wine also symbolizes the blood of oppression).
each country where Jews have lived, unique charoset recipes have developed.

In

Make two or three

varieties and do taste tests during the Seder.

2 teaspoons ginger powder
dash of coriander

Ashkenazi Charoset

matzo meal, as desired

Ingredients:

dry red wine

3 apples: red, green or yellow (peeled if desired)

1 chili pepper (optional)

1 cup chopped walnuts or almonds
1/2 teaspoon of cinnamon
1-3 tablespoons sweet red wine

20 figs
4 tablespoons sesame seeds

Preparation:
Use a food processor to chop and blend the ingredients into a paste

honey or sugar (optional)
Preparation:
Use a food processor to chop and blend the ingredients.

Moroccan Charoset
from Jewish Cooking in America by Joan Nathan, published by Knopf
Ingredients:
2 cups pitted dates
1/2 cup golden raisins
1/2 cup dark raisins
1/2 cup walnuts
Preparation:
Combine in a food processor, processing until finely chopped and mix begins sticking together.
Add: 1-2 tablespoons sweet red wine or grape juice to make a sticky mass. Refrigerate until firm, about 3 hours.

Have a wonderful holiday! If you have any questions
about Passover, need to attend a virtual Seder or have the ability to add others to your
virtual Seder, please don’t hesitate to contact Rabbi Holtz at rabbi@tba-ny.org. We’ll be
glad to try to help you make your Passover holiday very special.
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Yellow Candle 2020
Monday, April 20, 2020
Watch your mail box for the Yellow Candle which has been sent to you. We ask that on
Monday, April 20, Erev Yom HaShoah, you light the candle in memory of the victims of
the Holocaust.

Place it in your window as a reminder to yourself and your neighbors of

the tragedy of the e Holocaust, to help insure that, through memory, it will never happen
again.

We hope that you and your family will also join us for our
VIRTUAL Yom HaShoah service that evening.

Please watch for details regarding this year's service and presentation.
While the subject is difficult, the service and the speaker are definitely appropriate for adults as well as children in grades 5
and up. This year's speaker is scheduled to be Endre (Andy) Sarkany. Andy was born in Budapest, Hungary in 1936. He lived in
the Budapest ghetto during the Holocaust and his father was taken to Mauthausen concentration camp and fortunately
survived. After WWII, Hungary became a communist nation. Andy was able to escape after the October, 1956 uprising and
immigrated to the United States. Mr. Sarkany will speak about his personal experiences during the Holocaust, living under the
brutality of the Soviet regime in Hungary, and finding a home in America.

The Counting of the Omer is the period between Passover and Shavuot. Since 2012, we here at TBA have turned it into
an amazing program called Every1Counts (E1C).

The biblical word for measure is omer.

In biblical times, the Jews used to take a measure of barley, called an omer, to

the Temple in Jerusalem as a sacrifice to God to say “thank you” for giving them a good harvest. From the
second day of Passover until the festival of Shavuot, we count each day for seven weeks, and each day in ancient
times, an omer of barley was brought to the Temple. In addition to gratitude, counting 49 days takes us to the moment
our ancestors received the Torah, on the 50th day, the festival of Shavuot.

The purpose of the Every1Counts program is to help each of us who participate get a sense of what this 49-day period
might have meant for our ancestors, as well as for each of us to have our own profound and meaningful spiritual
journey during those seven weeks.
One of the central ideas of this project is literally that everyone counts – each individual is important in their own right, and
everyone’s participation is important to the community as a whole. You can count on the group, and the group can count on you.

This really all comes down to relationships: the individual with the group; person to person; and each person with themselves. While
we had created a program to count our community’s aggregated mitzvot this year, due to everyone being asked to stay at home as
much as possible, we are going to introduce that program next year. Instead, we will, once again, be sharing a daily email with
congregants. There will be a suggestion at the bottom of each email of a mitzvah that you can do—one for each day of the omer.
You can perform these or other mitzvot as individuals or as a family.

This year’s emails have been provided by To Bend Light, Jewish Prayers From The Heart And Pen Of Alden Solovy, © 2019 Alden
Solovy and www.tobendlight.com. All rights reserved.

Peace and Blessings,

Rabbi David K. Holtz

Cantor Margot E.B. Goldberg
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MEMBER SERVICES
Live-Streaming Concert
SATURDAY, APRIL 11 FROM 7:30-8:30PM
POUR A GLASS OF WINE AND JOIN US ONLINE FOR A VIRTUAL HOUSE PARTY
WITH GLEN ROETHEL, THE AMAZING PERFORMER WHO ENTERTAINED US AT CAFE
TBA. GLEN WILL BE PRESENTING A PROGRAM OF ROCK AND FOLK MUSIC BY
JEWISH ARTISTS, INCLUDING NEIL DIAMOND, BILLY JOEL, BOB DYLAN, LEONARD
COHEN, SIMON AND GARFUNKEL, AND SO MANY MORE!!THIS CONCERT IS FREE,
BUT PLEASE FEED THE ONLINE TIP JAR. FOR MORE INFORMATION
EMAIL: MEMBERSERVICES@TBA-NY.ORG

Bible Study with Rabbi Holtz
Wednesdays from 10:00-11:00am and Saturday mornings starting at 10:00am
Join just to listen in, or to add your voice to the conversation. This will take place on Zoom. Click
HERE on Wednesday to join this session.
**Bible Study will not take place April 8 and 15.**

Book Suggestions
From Linda Gerstman, Book Club Coodinator:
As it is obvious we all find ourselves at home with time on our hands, here are a few reading suggestions to fill those
spare hours:

1.Spies of No Country: Israel's Secret Agents At The Birth of The Mossad by Matti Friedman 249pp.
The story of four young Jews who worked undercover as spies in Arab territory in the 1940's, laying the groundwork for the future of the Israeli
intelligence force. Contains several personal vignettes.

2. The Convert by Stefan Hertmans 292pp.
Translated from the Dutch and based on an 11th century document, this is the story of a 17 year old Christian girl who runs away with a yeshiva
student, marries him, converts to Judaism and encounters tragedy and disaster along her travels.

3.Hitler in Los Angeles: How Jews Foiled Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America by Steven J. Ross No pages indicated
Hitler and Goebbels set their sights on Los Angeles, planning terrorist attacks and attempts to kill leading Hollywood stars, but a WWI veteran
created a spy ring to foil their efforts.

Contains surprising facts. Pulitzer finalist in 2018.

4.The Accusation: Blood Libel in an American Town by Edward Berenson 271pp.
In 1928 4 year old Barbara Griffiths walks into the woods and disappears. An all night search is organized. Then someone suggests a
theory:Jews kidnapped and killed Barbara to use her blood in their rituals. By morning the villagers are certain this is what happened. The 800
year old slander, the Blood Libel is alive and well. Then 24 hours later Barbara walks out of the woods. A true story.

5.America's Jewish women: A History From Colonial Times to Today by Pamela S. Nadell 321pp.
"...a portrait of Jewish women collectively realizing their power to change their destiny-whether through creating charitable organizations or
joining forces in the broader workers' movement." Includes stories of Jewish activism, the battle for women's suffrage, and the availability of
birth control.

6.The Dairy Restaurant by Ben Katchor 496pp.
"Dairy restaurants, which flourished in NYC and elsewhere in the late 1800's were a century later defunct." Using descriptions of this cuisine, old
menus and stories, the author describes what happened to these restaurants, known for their "milekhdike" or dairy personality.

All are listed books in the N.Y.Times Book Review over the past year. I tried to select titles that might otherwise not appeal to the group as a
whole, but might be attractive reading to individual members-something different from what we usually read.
hopefully we will be able to return to our meetings in the near future.
Until then, keep An Unorthodox Match on the back burner for a future discussion

Stay well and healthy and
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CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND (con't.)
In loving memory of
Jane Rubin's brother Andrew Stockman, from Sheldon &

known sorrows and simchas of

Susan Manspeizer

our TBA Family.

Arlene Kolbert's son Robert Greene, from Sheldon & Susan
Manspeizer

MAZEL TOV TO:

Arlene's son, Robert Greene, and in appreciation for Cantor
Margot's support and assistance, from Stuart & Arlene

Ida Doctor on the marriage of her

Kolbert

daughter Leah to Adam

Sylvia Simon, from Stuart & Arlene Kolbert

Terry Schneider on the marriage of his

Joyce Stewart, from Ilene Bergenfeld

daughter Jenna to Michael Blaustein
Gregory and Sarah Mailman on the
Brissim of their sons, Harrison and Samuel
Mailman

CONDOLENCES TO:

CONSERVATIVE KIDDUSH FUND
In loving memory of
Andrew Stockman, Jane Rubin's brother from Mrs.Pearl Ann
Schwartz

TEMPLE FUND

Marci Allen on the death of her mother

In honor of

Jacqueline Ecker

Wendy and Neil Bruckner and Family, from Neil & Elisa

Stuart Cartoon on the death of his wife

Rosenberg

Sylvia

In loving memory of

Cantor Margot Goldberg and

Robert Greene, son of Arlene and Stuart Kolbert, from Anna

Peter Bermas on the death of their mother

Colombo

and wife Lin Bermas

Hilda Glat, from Jay & Eleanor Glat

Emily Rubin on the death of her father

Toby Kleinman, from Max Kleinman

Robert Langbaum

Elsie Hyman, from Leonard & Judith Hyman
Nettie Singerman, from Martin & Geri Singerman
Abraham Cohen, from Marvin & Joyce Jeshiva
Jane Rubin's brother, Andrew Stockman, from Marvin &

Donations
BRIDGES
In loving memory of
Martin Gallin, from Saara Gallin

Joyce Jeshiva
Sylvia Simon, from Raj & April Daryanani
Mildred and Leonard Greenberg, from Robert & Marion
Zinman
Jane Rubin's brother, Andrew Stockman, from Stuart &
Arlene Kolbert
Adele Singerman, from Beth Berman
Her mother, Regina Davis, from Myra Frankel

To celebrate
The Brissim of their grandsons, Harry and Sam
Mailman, from Ellen and Jay Mailman
Saara Gallin's 90th Birthday! from Miriam Margoshes

CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In appreciation of

Paul Rothenberg, from Rochelle Kessler
Robert Greene, son of Arlene Kolbert, from Saara Gallin
Mel's father, Nathan Savitch, from Vivian Savitch
Andrew Stockman, brother of Jane Rubin, from Vivian
Savitch
Robert Greene, the son of Arlene Kolbert, from Vivian
Savitch
Her father, Sam Hirsch, from Pamela Drassinower

All Cantor Margot did for us during our difficult time,

I

TIKKUN OLAM
In loving memory of

The marriage of her daughter Jenna Schneider to

Our son, Robert Greene, from Stuart & Arlene Kolbert

from Michele Brenner

n honor of

Michael Blaustein, from Elaine Dolgin-Lieberman
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Donations
ENDOWMENT FUND

MISHLOACH MANOT/PURIM BASKETS
David & Jennifer Greenspoon*

In loving memory of

Harold Gross*

Her son Irwin Thuor, from Carole Thuor

Hanan & Julie Gur*
David & Ina Helfand*

LIBRARY FUND

David & Renée Holtz*

In loving memory of

Leonard & Judith Hyman*

Jackie Ecker, from Stanley & Marcia Bell

Howard & Patti Jacobowitz*
Sharon Kirschner*

ONEG
In loving memory of
Joseph Doctor, from Ida, Barrie and Leah
Doctor

PRAYERBOOK FUND

Ruda & Marvin Klein*
Robin Kolodzinski*
John & Phyllis Leary*
Paul & Loren Levy*
Jared & Jennifer Lewin*
Jenny & Richard Libien*+
Maggie & David Lissy*

In loving memory of

Glen & Judi Markowitz*

Linda's mother, Anna Stella Lorenz, from

Jerald & Andrea Moskowitz*

Linda and Stephen Gerstman and Family

Larry & Helen Murray*
M. Daniel & Liza Nienaltow*

RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND

Stacey & Cory Notrica*

In loving memory of

Richard & Linda Okrasinski*

Irving Klein, father of Rochelle Fenster and
Teddi Klein and uncle of Marvin Klein, from
Marvin & Ruda Klein
Our son, Robert Greene, from Stuart &
Arlene Kolbert

Lee & Pam Parker*
Gerard & Marla Peers*
Mark & Felise Polisar*
Michael & Jennifer Povman*
Gary & Farron Roboff*

Joyce Stewart, from Ilene Bergenfeld
*Sent to entire congregation

MISHLOACH MANOT/PURIM BASKETS
Michael & Audra Andrela*
Herb & Melissa Baer*+
Steven & Judith Balsan*
Mandi Beckenstein*
Scott & Stacy Berliner*
Peter & Lin Bermas*
Ruth Biloon*
Douglas & Leah Bloom*
David & Cheryl Brandwein+
Neil & Wendy Bruckner
Randy & Chris Carter*
Steven & Melissa Closter*
Ida Doctor*
Yuval & Barbara Ehrenreich*
David & Bernice Frank*
Scott & Allison Freiman*+
Saara Gallin*
Ben & Audrey Gelfand*
James & Donna Goldsmith*+
Steven & Julia Gosset*

+Additional donation to Pincus Fund

